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Summary
With over 15 years of professional experience in IT management and software development roles, I possess extensive experience in
delivering small/medium/large complex change programmes. I have worked in Greece, Cyprus, Australia, and across the globe,
delivering successful outcomes in large scale IT and Business Projects, Transition and Transformation initiatives.
My main focus is building lasting human relationships, which i believe is the core to the success of any project, programme, or
portfolio in the changing landscape of any Business interaction. Leveraging on these relationships with disciplined experience in
software development processes, Project Management and delivery methodologies, is an integral part of my professional entity.

Technical Profile

Professional Experience
Feb 2008 - Now, FT [Greece - Cyprus - Senegal - Mauritania]

Operating Systems
Windows

IT Manager @ Yannacopoulos Group of Companies


Designed, analyzed and developed several custom database driven software, specialized on
the company's needs, that accelerated workflow by 50% in total, ensured data integrity &
solidity between different company's sites and sectors.
To name a few most significant:
 MRP, which runs on three sites Dakar, Nouakchott, Nouadhibou, that controls,
forecasts and designs manufacturing process & synchronizes with ERP, so
production, sales and management teams in four different countries are in tune.
 Banking automation software that utilizes bank-company aspects, such as direct ERP
transaction, payroll automations, check management, contracts & factoring
management. 75% time cut established on daily banking transactions.
 Accounting specialized software that computes company's financial position and
reports to partners in month/quarter/year basis. In addition, it connects with gsis API
in bidirectional way and performs basic tasks such as VAT statement, intrastat and
listing declarations and gets accounting notifications.
 Mini WMS that bridges company's ERP & MRP software and helps inventory
management with storage propositions. A cut of 20% in storage expenses was
established.



Designed, analyzed and developed several smaller scaled applications, which are gathered
under the company's application umbrella and each one solves/automates a frequent task, such
as Fishing Ministry import collaboration, Greece & Cyprus Customs collaboration, Inventory
Costing routine, Lot management etc.
Being responsible for the company's infrastructure for both premises and cloud, performed
daily System administration & Database administration tasks in my daily routine in parallel
with software development tasks.

Mac OS
Linux

P.L.
Java SpringBoot
JavaME
JavaFX
Python
C

Databases
MySQL
MSSQL
Oracle



Technologies used:
OS: Windows Server (2008, 2016), Active Directory, Windows (7, 10), Ubuntu 14.04, 18,04,
20.04 / DataBase: MSSQL, Mysql, Redis / BackEnd: Java SpringBoot / FrontEnd: JS,
HTML5, CSS3, AJax, Jquery / Virtualization: VirtualBox, vmWare / Other: Docker, Git,
JavaFX, Delphi 8, VBA, VPN, DHCP, Bash, DOS CLI, Microsoft Office (2003, 2013, 2019) /
ERP: Soft1
In 14 years I've been with Yannacopoulos group of companies as a single IT person, I
designed, planned and constructed its digital transformation. I managed the integrity of the
system across four sites with 0% data loss and ensured an ease of data encapsulation that
provides both accurate and smooth IT processes. During this period i managed to stay within
the budget that was given to me.

Scripting languages

Feb 2015 - now, Contract [Athens - Greece]
Full Stack Developer - Android Developer @ Expodata

Bash


Designed and developed the core company’s software suite that supports exhibitions,
conferences and corporate events.
In more detail:
 Developed on site software for visitors identification with barcode and / or qr .
 Developed Organizer's management platform that enpowers organizers with various
skills for both pre & post event actions.
 Developed B2B communication platform in two levels between Organizers &
Exhibitors, Exhibitors & Visitors.
 Developed Multi-dimensional statistics for all Organizers/Exhibitors/Visitors entities
with historic data comparisons.



As an Android developer i designed & developed a native application that is used by both
exhibitors and visitor, interacts with the company's software suite in many levels performing
CRUD operations. It's main subject is to connect the exhibitors with visitors, managing
appointments and exchanging details for further collaboration, thought it fulfills other tasks.

Dos CLI
WEB
HTML 5, CSS3
Javascript

Technologies

From 2015 the suite has successfully handled more than 2 million visitors in 200+ events.
Both suite and android application are in use up until now, by the company under a contract
agreement.

Networking
Virtualization

Technologies used:
OS: Ubuntu 20.04 LTS / DataBase: Mysql EE, Redis / BackEnd: Java SpringBoot /
FrontEnd: JS, HTML5, CSS3, AJax, Jquery / Other: Docker, Git, Bash, JavaFX / Android:
Java ME

Backups
Languages
English
Greek

Apr 2005 - Feb 2008, FT - [Athens - Greece]
Software Developer @ Porfiras IT




Military Obligations
Completed



As ERPs were in first generation (not mature yet) there was a huge need of features that were
not implemented by the software vendors. With grasp understanding of the ERPs insides, from
my previous role, i was promoted within the company with a goal to develop market needed
features that Optiplan ERP did not perform.
My core responsibilities are listed below:
 Analyzing & making the product blue print.
 Software implementation .
 Product testing, using different test scenarios in collaboration with the support team.
 Product integration with Optiplan ERP.
 Team schedule tracking, making sure that the team remains on track
 Reporting to management on production progress.
 Ensure the team met coding quality standards by reviewing all team's code.
 In house demonstration & training for support team.
Some of the extensions that i encountered & delivered are:
 V.A.T. Φ2 document automation.
 Inventory LOT management system.
 Parametric Reporting System by the end user.
It's worth mentioning that the software vendor adopted the first two extensions and
integrated them to the core Optiplan ERP.
As for the third extension, it still runs to quite a few clients with success as far as i am
concerned.



Technologies used:
OS: Windows Server 2003, Linux Suse / DataBase: MSSQL 2K, Postgrtes 7, Mysql 4, PL:
Delphi 8, JavaSE 5

March 2003 - Apr 2005, FT - [Athens - Greece]
ERP Consultant @ Porfiras IT







As an ERP consultant I was early certified on Optiplan ERP by Optisoft
My daily responsibilities are keyed as :
 MSSQL RDBMS Installations .
 Clients Database Management .
 ERP Installations & Customization to client’s needs.
 Client training.
 Clients support in house or by call.
 Gathering end using feedback about the ERP for Optisoft.
 Helping the sales team in demonstrating the ERP to potential clients.
Within 8 months I participated in a multi site project (7 sites) across the country for Soya
Hellas, and then I was responsible for two key clients, Optica Metaxas & Convex Hellas.
Technologies used:
OS: Windows XP, DataBase: MSSQL 2K ERP: Optiplan

Feb 2000 - March 2003, FT [Melbourne - Australia]
Database Developer @ IsoftAU






At IsoftAU I earned my first industrial experience which I am very thankful until now. As part
of the database team, initially my role was framed by:
 Database modeling, “UML Diagrams”.
 Writing views, functions & stored procedures.
 Embedding MySQL scripts on C / bash calls.
 Writing cron jobs.
Later on, my role was extended to:
 Perform various MySQL troubleshooting.
 Query Performance evaluation & query optimization.
 MySQL Monitor & tuning with PhpMyAdmin .
Technologies used:
OS: Windows XP, Linux Suse 7 / DataBase: MySQL 3 / PL: C

Feb 1998 - March 2000, PT [Melbourne - Australia]
Tutor & Lab Demonstrator @ The University of Melbourne


References

During my senior years at M.U. I had the honor to be selected by Professor Alistair Moffat &
Louise Walker to join the academic staff as:
 Lab Demonstrator for second year level subject “Algorithm & Data Structures” in
C programming.
 Tutor for first year level subject “Introduction to programming” in Miranda /
Haskell.

It was then when I realize that the power of technology becomes so great when you communicate it.

John I. Katergaris
Cloud Native Engineer
Infinitum S.A.
Athens Greece
TEL: 0030 694 586 11 11

Steven Manos
Portfolio Manager
Optus
Melbourne Australia
TEL: 0061 427 474 679

Education
1996 – 2000
University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC, Australia
Bachelor of Computer Science

1993 – 1996
1st Lyceum of Florina, Greece

